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On July 15th, 2021, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC” or 

“Commission”) issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“ANOPR”) regarding its 

regional transmission planning, regional cost allocation, and generator interconnection policies.1 

The Organization of MISO States, Inc. (“OMS”) appreciates the opportunity to share its views on 

the issues raised in the ANOPR.2 

The OMS is a non-profit, self-governing organization comprised of representatives from 

the seventeen regulatory bodies with jurisdiction over entities participating in the Midcontinent 

Independent System Operator (“MISO”) and serves as the regional state committee for the MISO 

region. The purpose of the OMS is to coordinate regulatory oversight among its members, to 

make recommendations to MISO, the MISO Board of Directors, the Commission, and other 

relevant government entities and state commissions as appropriate, and to intervene in 

proceedings before the Commission to express the positions of the OMS member agencies. 

Service of pleadings, documents, and communications in this proceeding should be made 

on the following:  

 
1 Building for the Future Through Electric Regional Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation and Generator 

Interconnection, 176 FERC ¶ 61,024 (2021) (“ANOPR”). 

2 The Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor and the Minnesota Department of Commerce, associate 

members of the OMS, join these comments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The OMS appreciates the Commission’s interest in ensuring that transmission planning, 

cost allocation, and generator interconnection processes work for electric customers. At a high 

level, MISO is already doing much of the scenario-based planning that the Commission seeks 

comment on and is working to better align transmission planning and generator interconnection 

processes. The OMS supports this work and is actively engaged in the many robust stakeholder 

processes underway at MISO to address the rapidly evolving needs of the grid during this complex 

transformation of the electric industry. Any future rule changes by FERC must preserve the ability 

of regions to develop regionally appropriate solutions to the issues raised in the ANOPR. 

As an example, the OMS, through its Cost Allocation Principles Committee 

(“CAPCom”), has very recently discussed many of the topics raised in the ANOPR. The 

Commission should look to unique work such as this to understand how some retail regulators 

are responding to regional needs. The CAPCom issued a set of principles3 that some of the 

propositions in these comments are based on: 

• The costs of new transmission projects should be allocated to cost causers and 

beneficiaries in a manner that is at a minimum roughly commensurate with, and 

preferably proportional to, the costs caused and benefits of those projects. 

• Cost allocation should be as granular and accurate as possible. Benefit-cost 

analysis should use metrics that are quantifiable, capable of replication, non-

duplicative, and forward-looking. 

 
3 OMS, Organization of MISO States Statement of Principles: Cost Allocation for Long Range Transmission 

Planning Projects, available at: 

https://www.misostates.org/images/PositionStatements/OMS_Position_Statement_of_Principles_Cost_Allocation_

for_LRTPs.pdf (“CAPCom Statement of Principles”). 

mailto:marcus@misostates.org
mailto:ben@misostates.org
https://www.misostates.org/images/PositionStatements/OMS_Position_Statement_of_Principles_Cost_Allocation_for_LRTPs.pdf
https://www.misostates.org/images/PositionStatements/OMS_Position_Statement_of_Principles_Cost_Allocation_for_LRTPs.pdf
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• Costs should not be allocated to parties that receive negligible or negative benefits. 

• Generators and load each can be considered cost causers, beneficiaries, or both 

and should be allocated costs accordingly. 

The Commission should keep these principles at the forefront as it considers the topics 

raised in the ANOPR. 

II. COMMENTS 

A. REGIONAL TRANSMISSION PLANNING 

The Commission begins its consideration of the topics in the ANOPR by asking a series 

of questions about how current transmission planning processes consider the needs of anticipated 

future generation and whether these considerations or the lack of these considerations could create 

unjust and unreasonable rates.4 To this end, the Commission asks for comment on the use of 

future scenarios to model future generation.5  

MISO already considers anticipated future generation in some of its existing transmission 

planning processes.6 The development and weighting of the MISO Transmission Expansion Plan 

(“MTEP”) Futures is the first step of MISO’s long-term Planning Process.7 MISO and 

stakeholders began development on a new set of futures in 2019, and MISO presented its final 

expansion and siting results in late 2020. A description of MISO’s three current futures can be 

found in the MISO Futures Report.8 

 
4 ANOPR at P 44-60. 

5 Id. 

6 See MISO, Business Practices Manual No. 20, Transmission Planning at 105-106 (effective May 1, 2021) 

(“BPM 20”). 

7 Id. at figure 4.4.2-1. 

8 MISO, MISO Futures Report (April 2021) available at: 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO%20Futures%20Report538224.pdf (“MISO Futures Report”). 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO%20Futures%20Report538224.pdf
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The goal of this process is to develop a set of scenarios that identify transmission 

expansion that would be beneficial across a range of future scenarios. MISO’s futures 

development process allows for input from stakeholders on the appropriate width of bookends, 

recognizing that a wider range of futures could hedge against a greater amount of future 

uncertainty.9 OMS has a specific role in the development of these futures which is described in 

MISO’s Business Practice Manuals, or (“BPMs”).10 However, MISO only uses the MTEP Futures 

as part of its economic and policy planning processes. MISO does not use these futures in its 

reliability planning processes, which instead consider only future generation that has a signed 

Generator Interconnection Agreement (“GIA”). 

The Commission must continue to allow for regional flexibility when it comes to 

redesigning transmission planning processes. Allowing individual regions to handle novel 

problems is more effective than applying uniform processes to individual regions. Limiting 

regional flexibility could create inefficiencies, increase costs, or lead to processes and solutions 

that do not serve individual regions well. For instance, MISO and its stakeholders should not lose 

the flexibility to design and implement the planning processes associated with the MISO North-

South constraint that make the most sense for MISO customers. In revising the current regional 

transmission planning and cost allocation processes, transmission providers should strive to 

ensure that future scenarios rely on plausible assumptions. It is important that transmission 

 
9 MISO, Development of the MTEP Futures, presented at MISO’s MTEP Futures Workshop (August 15, 2019) 

available at: 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20190815%20MTEP%20Futures%20Workshop%20Presentation%20V2%20posted%2

008%2032019372805.pdf. 

10 BPM 20 at 46-7 (The OMS may submit suggestions and recommendations on MISO’s futures to address what 

futures will be modeled as well as inputs, parameters, and values of variables applied to MISO’s futures. MISO is 

required to present this input in its futures development/evaluation stakeholder process. MISO will either incorporate 

these suggestions into its existing futures, run these futures in parallel with the existing futures, or work towards a 

compromise solution.). 
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planning processes are able to accommodate future anticipated generation in addition to 

generation that already has a signed GIA, while also ensuring generation expansion assumptions 

are grounded in data sources like state Integrated Resource Plans (“IRPs”) and similar 

proceedings.  

One example where it is important to get this balance right is with respect to emerging 

technologies. Transmission providers should continue to explore ways to systematically 

incorporate emerging technologies into their processes. It is important that planning regions and 

their stakeholders understand and advocate for the incorporation of emerging technologies in their 

planning processes. This is because the types of resources and methodologies that incorporate 

novel technologies could vary widely from region to region. Therefore, the Commission should 

encourage region-specific transmission planning processes. 

While MISO’s futures recognize state, utility, and local policy goals that consider and 

adopt renewable penetration targets and decarbonization goals,11 some OMS members have 

concerns that embedding state and local policies in scenario-based planning processes intertwines 

the determination of reliability issues driven by state and local policy goals with reliability issues 

driven by other factors. Other OMS members believe that resource decisions are increasingly 

driven by declining costs of new generation sources and both residential and corporate customer 

preferences, rather than official state or local policy. Nonetheless, planning processes should 

strive to make the underlying drivers of projects clear.  

The MISO Futures process incorporates various different generation technologies, not all 

of which are currently cost-effective, but may become so in the future. In developing future 

scenarios for transmission planning, transmission providers should, in part, look to state policies, 

 
11 MISO Futures Report at 10-11. 
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IRPs, and requests for proposals (“RFPs”) to discern what emerging technologies they can expect 

in their region. This could provide better information on the types of technologies being 

considered for future resource choices. 

The Commission also asks how retirements should be incorporated into future scenario 

development.12 Utilities’ resource retirement announcements often involve a delicate balance 

between disclosing financially sensitive information and announcing resource additions at the 

same time, which makes it difficult to plan for retirements independently of resource additions 

that directly replace retiring resources. It also makes it difficult to rely on retirement 

announcements as the sole source of information on retirements. There are examples of some 

types of units, notably nuclear, that receive operating extensions well beyond what was 

contemplated at the time of their commissioning, making it difficult to project the true retirement 

timelines of some resources.  

MISO has attempted to capture these concerns in its current futures by reflecting different 

age-based retirement assumptions for some resources and allowing for flexibility of others, like 

nuclear, by only incorporating retirement information when nuclear and hydro units publicly 

announce their retirements.13 MISO also tracks announced retirements through collection of 

utility IRPs or other public sources of information. This is one way MISO’s reflection of resources 

in future scenarios is adequate and captures a wide range of scenarios. 

The Commission also asks whether transmission planners should limit the consideration 

of future resources in scenario-based planning processes to resources in the generator 

 
12  ANOPR at P 51. 

13 MISO Futures Report at 14-19. 
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interconnection queue (“GIQ”) or to those with a signed GIA.14 OMS advises against relying 

solely on signed GIAs. Our members support a balanced consideration that includes both the 

certainty of relying on resources with signed GIAs as well as relying on projections of new future 

resources. These processes could benefit from a discounting approach that weights the certainty 

of various future resource additions based on stakeholder input and the needs of individual 

regions. 

The Commission also asks how current processes capture a sufficiently wide range of 

scenarios and allow for stakeholders to adequately assess the reasonableness of the results of 

transmission planning modeling.15 Part of assessing the reasonableness of the planning models 

involves input at various stages throughout the planning process. Currently stakeholders are able 

to provide input to future scenarios, including a wide variety of variables and review assumed 

generation expansion plans and their associated siting. The OMS has not historically reviewed 

the output of transmission planning models in the annual MTEP process but is now exploring 

avenues to further engage in the planning process through the use of an independent consultant. 

Another area that could help stakeholders better understand the reasonableness of transmission 

modeling would be periodic “look back” analyses that would allow for a comparison between 

past modeling assumptions and actual historical data. This would provide an opportunity to 

identify whether improvements are needed in the modeling of key variables such as load growth, 

projected congestion costs, or fuel costs.  

The Commission then asks how to identify and incorporate benefits into future planning 

scenarios specifically asking whether some parties’ willingness to pay should be part of allocation 

 
14 ANOPR at P 57.  

15 Id. at P 52-3.  
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considerations.16 Some OMS members believe this example shows that allowing market 

participants to fund transmission projects is the clearest way to assign costs as parties who agree 

to fund projects understand the benefits particular transmission projects can provide.  

Other OMS members think that parties’ willingness to pay for projects should not be the 

only factor considered in the assignment of costs. These members argue that the identification of 

beneficial transmission solutions should be the primary driver of transmission planning, 

consistent with well-established and Commission-approved “beneficiary-pays” principles. To 

this end, these members believe that unifying reliability, economic, and public policy planning 

processes and developing a cost allocation method that appropriately allocates costs depending 

on their drivers would be more useful. 

Lastly, the Commission also asks several questions about the use of zones to enhance 

the identification and effectiveness of resources to guide transmission planning processes.17 The 

MISO planning process utilizes local resource zones (“Zones” or “LRZs”) as part of its detailed 

siting methodology contained in its futures and uses these Zones to site future generation after 

considering existing sites and the GIQ.18 MISO also relies on a third-party study of renewable 

potential to identify zones as well as s input from all stakeholders during siting process.  

 
16 Id. at P 53. 

17 Id. at P 54-60 

18 MISO Futures Report at 42 (“Wind and Solar PV Resources of this type were modeled as a collector system, 

representing an aggregated capacity potential that can be installed within 10-30 miles of each site. These 

collector sites were identified by two methods:  

1. Compilation of Generation Interconnection (GI) queue projects:  

• 80% of Future-determined capacity was distributed to GI sites. 

• GI projects were ranked based on GI queue status (projects further along in the GI study process 

were ranked higher) and grouped by project state location, creating a capacity by state penetration 

percentage. 

• GI projects within 10 miles of each other were identified and combined into a collector system. 

• The capacity by state penetration percentage was applied to the 80% capacity expansion results, 

creating a state-up siting processes driven by GI Queue activity.  

2. Vibrant Clean Energy (VCE) results: 

(continued) 
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Zones need to be flexible and take into account changing local policies related to siting, 

findings from environmental impact studies, and technological developments that either expand, 

shift, or could shift the locations of Zones over time. However, further analysis could be needed 

to further understand the degree to which Zones and the energy production potential within them 

does in fact change over time, especially when they contemplate mature technologies where the 

optimal Zones for particular resources are already well understood. 

B. INTERREGIONAL TRANSMISSION PLANNING 

The Commission then shifts to asking questions about how the topics above will impact 

interregional or state-to-state coordination.19 At a high level, some OMS members believe that 

the existence of different assumptions and timelines in neighboring planning regions’ planning 

processes complicate interregional planning. To this end, the OMS recognized in its 2016 Seams 

Policy Statement that, “[T]he alignment of modeling assumptions and timing of interregional and 

regional planning processes is important.”20 

One area of possible improvement here could be the incorporation of clearer and more 

discrete goals into interregional planning processes.21 MISO and SPP have been working together 

since the beginning of 2021 on their Joint Targeted Interconnection Queue (“JTIQ”) Study. This 

study’s goal is to meet the needs of interconnection customers (“ICs”) along the seam, in the near-

 
• VCE sites receive the remaining 20% of Future-determined capacity. 

• Collector buses represent a 20- to 30-mile aggregated capacity potential.”) 
19 ANOPR at P 62-64 

20 OMS, Seams Policy Statement (Approved September 22,2016) available at: 

https://www.misostates.org/images/stories/Policies/Item_6_OMS_SEAMS_POLICY_approved_9_22_2016.pdf. 

21 ANOPR at P 63. 
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term, and to identify coordination process improvements in the longer term.22 This is one example 

of how Regional Transmission Organizations (“RTOs”) are utilizing and should further explore 

jointly-adopted core principles to benefit consumers in multiple regions.23 This JTIQ process may 

also develop a cost allocation method to allocate project costs to both generators and load as one 

part of this process. 

The Commission also asks how regional state committees (“RSCs”) should participate in 

the development of interregional coordination processes.24 The OMS and the SPP-RSC have 

worked extensively with the market monitors in each region and the RTOs themselves to identify 

common issues25 and work towards mutually beneficial solutions, through the establishment of a 

Seams Liaison Committee. The most difficult aspect of this effort has been the area of 

transmission planning. This group of retail regulators succeeded in identifying key goals and 

guiding principles to steer their work, one of which is focused on coordination of GIQs across the 

seam.26 This type of structure could serve as a model for regulator involvement in the 

identification of discrete goals to guide RTO interregional planning processes as discussed above.  

The Commission also asks whether requiring projects to be selected in each region’s 

regional plan before being selected via interregional processes poses a challenge to interregional 

 
22 SPP-MISO Joint Study Team, SPP-MISO 2021 Joint Targeted Interconnection Queue Study: Scope of Work 

at 1 (March 24, 2021) available at: https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO-

SPP%20JTIQ%20Detailed%20Scope%2020201211591064.pdf. 

23 ANOPR at P 63. 

24 Id. at P 64. 

25 MISO and SPP, Seams White Paper for Organization of MISO States (OMS) and SPP Regional State 

Committee (RSC) Liaison Committee (November 2, 2018) available at: https://www.spp.org/documents/59006/spp-

miso_rsc_oms_response_spp_miso_final_v3.pdf. 

26 SPP-RSC/OMS Seams Coordination Effort, Goals and Guiding Principles, Oct. 1, 2018, available at: 

https://www.misostates.org/images/stories/Filings/SPP_RSC_Documents/Item_7_SPP_RSC_OMS_Goals_and_Gu

iding_Principles_10_1_18.pdf. 
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transmission development.27 In 2019, MISO and SPP proposed to remove the joint model for 

evaluating transmission projects, to consider additional benefits within the Coordinated System 

Plan (“CSP”) process, and to remove the $5 million threshold for projects selected as part of the 

CSP. OMS supported these revisions as a means to improve transmission planning along this 

seam but encouraged MISO and SPP to continue to evaluate ways to improve interregional 

transmission planning.28 

Retail regulators have a critical role in ensuring cost-effective transmission is developed 

that meets the needs of residential, industrial, and commercial customers. As such, their voices 

are crucial during the development of long-range planning scenarios and planning processes and 

in fostering interregional planning coordination. 

C. COORDINATION WITH GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION 

PROCESSES 

The Commission begins its request for comments on transmission planning and generator 

interconnection coordination by asking whether these processes should run on coordinated 

timeframes.29 The OMS supports transmission providers better aligning their regional 

transmission planning and generation interconnection process timelines. MISO is currently in the 

process of reducing its GIQ process from 505 days to 365 days. The goal here is to reduce the 

Generation Interconnection Process (“GIP”) timeline so that MISO’s annual transmission 

planning study cycle will be able to more effectively and timely consider signed GIAs as that 

process will end right before the next study cycle begins. The Commission also asks about how 

 
27 ANOPR at P 63. 

28 Revisions to SPP-MISO Joint Operating Agreement to Enhance the Coordinated System Planning Process, 

Notice of Intervention and Comments of the Organization of MISO States, Inc., Docket Nos. ER19-1895-000 and 

ER19-1896-000 (June 7, 2019).  

29 ANOPR at 65. 
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beneficial it could be to combine these processes.30 MISO’s proposal does not attempt to combine 

these processes, but the OMS notes that coordinating these processes so that one flows into the 

other is an appreciated step in the right direction. Thus, MISO appears to be leading the charge 

among transmission providers in trying to streamline its GIQ process, coordinating the 

interconnection and planning processes and working diligently on reducing the timeline for 

connecting generation resources to the transmission system. 

Even as MISO is working on reducing the GIP timeline, a bigger issue delaying the 

process stems from difficulties in conducting Affected Systems Studies. These studies are often 

delayed because of poor communication and coordination across seams and differing deadline 

requirements in neighboring planning regions for resources to enter the GIQ. Improvements to 

the ways neighboring planning regions work together could resolve generation interconnections 

studies more quickly. 

The Commission asks whether having similar assumptions and methods in these processes 

could allow them to better address needs identified by both processes.31 The OMS agrees that 

there is room to better align these processes to identify more efficient or cost-effective 

transmission solutions than these processes identify separately. It could also make sense for 

transmission providers to coordinate economic interconnections, but not at the expense of 

reliability planning. Retail regulators and transmission providers should remain focused on 

ensuring that future generation additions do not negatively affect the reliability of the transmission 

system. Nonetheless, some OMS members believe that adequate safeguards to protect reliability 

already exist. 

 
30  Id. at P 66. 

31 Id. at P 65. 
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The Commission also asks for comment on how to improve the processing of GIQs,32 as 

well as how it should think about the uncertainty related to GIQs.33 The OMS acknowledges that 

there are concerns regarding uncertainty, including the issue of speculative interconnection 

projects, when planning for anticipated future generation. Generator queues are ever changing 

with solar quickly becoming the dominant resource type in MISO’s GIQ over the past few years. 

Solar constitutes over 60% of new applications for MISO’s most recent queue cycle, and the 

number of storage projects have for the first time passed the number of wind projects.34 Some 

OMS Members raise questions on how much additional transmission will be needed to 

interconnect these resources, especially if a material portion of future generation is located close 

to load. Retail regulators remain focused on ensuring that transmission solutions will meet the 

future needs of the region under a range of future scenarios and in recognition of an apparent cost 

ceiling that resources are able to absorb when interconnecting to the system.35 The OMS has been 

supportive of MISO Tariff filings to require onsite property control, increase milestone payments, 

and address network upgrade deposits and refunds.36 MISO is a leader under the Commission’s 

guidance and approval of major reforms of its GIP and could set an example for other RTOs to 

follow. 

 
32 Id. at P 66. 

33 Id. at P 67. 

34 MISO, 2021 Generator Interconnection Queue applications set new record: Storage project applications 

surpass Wind for the first time (September 15, 2021) available at: https://www.misoenergy.org/about/media-

center/2021-generator-interconnection-queue-applications-set-new-record/. 

35 MISO, MISO 2020 Interconnection Queue Outlook at figure 7 (May 2020) available at: 

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO2020InterconnectionQueueOutlook445829.pdf. 

36 Midcontinent Indep. Sys. Operator, Notice of Intervention and Comments of the Organization of MISO States, 

Inc., Docket No. ER20-41-000 (October 25, 2019).  
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Therefore, in summary, transmission providers should continue to explore regionally-

appropriate ways to better align the objectives of regional and interregional planning processes 

and GIPs. 

D. COST ALLOCATION AND BENEFIT METRICS 

1. ASSIGNMENT OF COSTS TO GENERATORS AND LOAD  

The Commission asks for comment on whether any changes are needed to cost allocation 

methods for regional transmission upgrades and interconnection-related upgrades to prevent cost-

shifting.37 The Commission specifically asks whether solely assigning costs to ICs fails to 

consider other benefits, including to future interconnecting resources.38 As a starting point, each 

customer class can benefit from regional transmission development. Relevant to the discussion in 

this section, the OMS CAPCom (as noted previously) issued a position which is instructive on 

this issue, “Generators and load each can be considered cost causers, beneficiaries, or both and 

should be allocated costs accordingly.”39 Notably, the CAPCom drafted this principle to inform 

MISO’s approach to allocating the costs resulting from MISO’s long-range transmission planning 

process. 

There is a range of regionally-appropriate approaches to ensuring transmission providers 

first identify beneficiaries of transmission upgrades and only then assign regional transmission 

development costs to both transmission customers and ICs that are at least roughly commensurate 

with the benefits each receive. MISO currently allocates 100% of the costs of generator 

interconnection projects below 345 kV to generators and 90% of those costs to GI customers at 

 
37 ANOPR at P 72. 

38 Id. at P 86 

39 CAPCom Statement of Principles. 
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345 kV and above. However, MISO does not allocate the costs of any other project types to 

generators.40  

Load Serving Entities (“LSEs”) take network service to connect network resources to 

network load. Likewise, generation constructed to interconnect to the transmission system that 

will bid into the centralized energy markets, but that is not yet under an obligation to serve firm 

load, benefits from the transmission system. Therefore, as both transmission customers and ICs 

rely on the transmission system to their benefit, if transmission planners can show that ICs are in 

fact benefiting from the transmission system, then transmission providers should allocate the costs 

to ICs and LSEs in a similar manner. Some OMS members believe that MISO’s current Market 

Efficiency Project (“MEP”) and Generator Interconnection Project cost allocation methodologies 

already assign costs to ICs appropriately and do not require revision.  

In summary, if transmission providers can show that certain parties benefit from their use 

of the transmission system, then those parties should be allocated costs for that benefit.  

2. RELIABILITY AND ECONOMIC BENEFIT METRICS 

Next, the Commission asks “whether broader transmission benefits” should be considered 

when planning for anticipated future benefits and how those benefits should be quantified and 

identified.41 The OMS CAPCom also issued a principle on this, which states: “Cost allocation 

should be as granular and accurate as possible. Benefit-cost analysis should use metrics that are 

quantifiable, capable of replication, non-duplicative, and forward-looking.”42 

 
40 See BPM 20 at 157-164. 

41 ANOPR at P 90. 

42 CAPCom Statement of Principles. 
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Retail customers rely on regulators and transmission providers to ensure that transmission 

expansion is just and reasonable. From that perspective, when considering transmission 

investments, the metrics a transmission provider uses to assess whether a transmission investment 

is just and reasonable must be adequate to the goal of the particular planning process, whether 

that be reliability planning or economic planning.  

For instance, some retail regulators must evaluate and approve the best solution to correct 

an identified reliability issue while others have limited oversight of this process. Some OMS 

members have limited discretion in choosing not to approve solutions to identified reliability 

solutions while others argue there is an upper bound with respect to cost that determines when a 

reliability solution is no longer just and reasonable. In both scenarios, transmission expansion has 

to balance costs to customers and the ability to maintain reliability in the face of a changing 

resource mix. 

When it comes to economic projects, if a benefit is not quantifiable, then it could be 

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether a particular transmission project will 

produce benefits in excess of costs. It is critical that stakeholders who will pay for transmission 

upgrades be able to replicate and verify benefit metric analyses. Validating an RTO’s assumptions 

and verifying its calculations will help instill confidence in investors that a transmission project 

is in fact a good investment. Unlike projects needed to ensure transmission system compliance 

with NERC reliability requirements, economic projects are by their nature investments intended 

to reduce cost. Therefore, benefit metrics that regions rely upon to construct and allocate 

transmission project costs must have accurate quantification. 

Over the last four years, MISO and its stakeholders have evaluated and negotiated changes 

to the MISO Tariff to revise its MEP criteria and cost allocation metrics. With the goals of 

increasing competitive development opportunities, developing more reliable benefit metrics, and 
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establishing more granular cost allocation, MISO stakeholders reduced the MEP threshold 

voltage requirement from 345 kV to 230 kV, added two new benefit/cost allocation metrics, and 

eliminated postage stamp cost allocation. FERC wrote that MISO’s proposal was an 

“improvement over the current cost allocation method,” and further pointed out that this method 

“will be more precise at determining benefits.”43 While there may be a range of criteria that inform 

a set of potential common benefit metrics that transmission providers can use comparably in 

different regions, it is more important that stakeholders and transmission providers work together 

and be allowed to develop metrics that address regionally specific and RTO-wide challenges. One 

example of this is the MISO-SPP Settlement Agreement Cost Benefit metric, approved on July 

28th, 2020.44 

To ensure that economic transmission projects are just and reasonable, metrics must not 

double count the same benefits. Additionally, overlapping metrics may overestimate project 

benefits and lead to poor economic investments and rates that are unjust and unreasonable. 

Transmission investments should not be based on conditions that existed in the past, but on 

conditions and assumptions that will exist at the time a project is built and the future period during 

which the project will be in operation. With the exception of Targeted Market Efficiency Projects, 

MISO has for the most part adopted a forward-looking approach.45 

 
43 Midcontinent Indep. Sys. Operator Inc., 172 FERC ¶ 61,095 at P 33 (2020). 

44 Id. 

45 MISO’s principal transmission project type that addresses economic project development is the Market 

Efficiency Project. See MISO, FERC Electric Tariff, Module A, § Tariff, Module A, 1.M (66.0.0) (“Network 

Upgrades proposed by the Transmission Provider, Transmission Owner(s), ITC(s), Market Participant(s), or 

regulatory authorities as providing market efficiency benefits to one or more Market Participant(s), but not 

determined by the Transmission Provider to be Multi Value Projects and provide sufficient market efficiency benefits 

as determined by the Transmission Provider to justify inclusion into the MTEP.”). 
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3. UNQUANTIFIABLE AND DIFFICULT-TO-QUANTIFY BENEFIT 

METRICS 

 

Lastly, the Commission asks whether existing processes capture hard-to-quantify benefits 

and whether a process’s failure to incorporate these benefits may lead to allocations of costs that 

are not commensurate with the associated benefits.46 The Commission also asks whether 

customers should be required to pay for the costs of regional transmission facilities that lack 

quantifiable benefits and are driven by the public policies of other state and local governments.47 

The OMS CAPCom principles provide insight into this request for comment stating that 

“The costs of new transmission projects should be allocated to cost causers and beneficiaries in a 

manner that is at a minimum roughly commensurate with, and preferably proportional to, the 

costs caused and benefits of those projects”48 and that, “Costs should not be allocated to parties 

that receive negligible or negative benefits.”49 Transmission providers should consider these 

principles when developing cost allocation methods not only for projects driven by public policies 

but for all transmission expansion. 

E. ENHANCED TRANSMISSION OVERSIGHT 

1. REGULATORY OVERSIGHT THROUGH EXISTING 

PROCESSES 

The Commission concludes the ANOPR by asking for comment on the oversight of 

transmission planning processes and transmission providers’ spending so that transmission rates 

 
46 ANOPR at P 95-6. 

47 Id. at P 84 

48 CAPCom Statement of Principles. 

49 Id. 
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remain just and reasonable.50 In doing so, the Commission appears to recognize the potential for 

large spending on transmission expansion. 

The Commission’s inquiry here is critically important, especially in the context of ongoing 

transmission planning intended to reliably accommodate the shift in resource portfolios that is 

happening now and is not expected to abate. In addition to ensuring that the total costs are not 

excessive, there is also a need to ensure that local and regional planning processes work together 

to identify the most cost-effective solutions to transmission needs going forward. 

To this end, transparency into these processes is a crucial first step. The Commission asks 

whether state oversight of the planning process is adequate. MISO currently has a tariff-required 

obligation to solicit input into the upcoming year’s transmission planning process, but this input 

is no substitute for transparent and consistent oversight of each year’s planning process. RTOs 

could be more transparent on almost every level, but particularly with respect to project 

development, costs, and benefits of proposed projects. It is clear that RTO stakeholder processes 

are not as thorough or detailed as rate cases when it comes to allowing regulators to obtain 

information.  

For retail regulators, the technical expertise required to evaluate regional transmission 

plans is often out of reach of all but the best-staffed retail regulators. Retail regulators also have 

to go through a lengthy and opaque process to execute the required Non-Disclosure Agreements 

and Critical Energy Infrastructure Information clearances to access planning models and other 

data needed to evaluate MISO’s transmission expansion plans. If retail regulators are able to 

overcome these first two barriers, then they must rely on timely receipt of planning models from 

the transmission provider. All of this makes it difficult for retail regulators to fully and 

 
50 ANOPR at P 159. 
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meaningfully provide valuable input into these processes and to consistently analyze regional 

transmission expansion plans. Additional transparency and information sharing would improve 

this process.  

Regarding local and bottom-up transmission planning, some retail regulators have 

processes that encourage conversations between retail regulators and Transmission Owners 

(“TOs”) in their states and allow for a review of a TO’s proposed projects. However, other retail 

regulators have independent transmission companies that operate in their jurisdictions and these 

retail regulators have limited oversight over these companies. Regardless, even if retail regulators 

are able to exercise adequate oversight of the local transmission planning process, there is still a 

need to ensure that local planning processes and regional planning processes inform each other 

to ensure that any transmission expansion is needed and cost-effective.  

2. OVERSIGHT THROUGH THE USE OF AN INDEPENDENT 

TRANSMISSION MONITOR 

 

Finally, the Commission asks for comment on the usefulness of the establishment of an 

independent transmission monitor (“ITM”) to monitor the planning and cost of transmission 

facilities in each region.51 The OMS needs much more information before developing a position 

on the use of an ITM in transmission planning regions. 

It is critical that retail regulators who represent the customers who will eventually bear 

the costs for transmission expansion be given every opportunity to evaluate and comment on 

regional transmission plans, and an ITM could further that goal. Some OMS members think 

additional oversight in the form of an ITM could be useful in the areas of cost containment, 

especially if the ITM provides an additional level of scrutiny beyond what RTOs and their 

stakeholders can provide.  

 
51 Id. at 165-168 
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If the role of the ITM is to be analogous to the role of the existing RTO market monitors, 

stakeholders could benefit from learning about issues that improve outcomes for customers that 

otherwise would not have come to their attention.52 For example, the MISO Independent Market 

Monitor put forward a recommendation for MISO to explore the use of non-static and emergency 

ratings for the benefit of consumers. Since the identification of this issue, the OMS has educated 

itself and become an advocate for the use of accurate line ratings for the benefit of customers. An 

ITM could also improve transparency.53 As noted in the previous section, additional insight into 

a regional transmission plan makes analyzing expansion plans more efficient. This entity could 

also have a role in evaluating whether local and regional planning processes work together to 

identify the most cost-effective transmission options. 

Other OMS members oppose the use of an ITM. ITM recommendations could lead to 

recommendations for modifications to existing planning processes and cost allocation methods 

that lead to transmission development and cost allocation that may not suit each region’s needs. 

An ITM should not have the ability to drive transmission planning and cost allocation process 

reform over the objections of the retail regulators in a region. As retail regulators have oversight 

of the siting process for transmission expansion, allowing an ITM to offer more than 

recommendations could lead to contentious outcomes. Some OMS members question the value 

of the ITM beyond that of simply another stakeholder in the development of regional transmission 

planning processes and cost allocation methods. 

An alternative to an ITM would be for FERC, through regulation, to hold RTOs to a higher 

standard of independence when it comes to improving planning oversight and cost containment 

 
52 Potomac Economics, 2020 State of the Market Report for the MISO Electricity Markets at 118 (May 7, 2021) 

available at: https://cdn.misoenergy.org/2020%20State%20of%20the%20Market%20Report364567.pdf. 

53 ANOPR at P 171-2. 
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in each RTO’s region of the country. However, as RTOs are already ostensibly independent, it 

could take further work to understand how this can be accomplished.  

III. CONCLUSION 

The OMS appreciates the broad scope of the Commission’s ANOPR. In closing, we again 

want to emphasize our support for regional solutions that recognize the significant geographic, 

economic, industrial, physical and philosophical differences between states and allows the diverse 

regions of this country to develop solutions to these challenges that best meet the needs of their 

people.  

These Comments should not be construed to mean that all OMS members agree with all 

of the Comments. Individual OMS members have the right to file separate comments. 

Recognizing such, the following members generally support this filing: 

  

Arkansas Public Service Commission 

Illinois Commerce Commission 

Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission 

Iowa Utilities Board 

Kentucky Public Service Commission 

Louisiana Public Service Commission 

Michigan Public Service Commission 

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 

Mississippi Public Service Commission 

Missouri Public Service Commission 

Council of the City of New Orleans 

North Dakota Public Service Commission 

South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 

Public Utility Commission of Texas 

The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 

 

The Montana Public Service Commission 

abstained from the vote on this filing. 

 

The Manitoba Public Utilities Board did not 

participate in the vote on this filing. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
/s/ Marcus Hawkins 

Marcus Hawkins 

Executive Director 

Organization of MISO States 

811 E. Washington Ave., Suite 400 

Madison, WI 53703 

marcus@misostates.org 

Dated October 12th, 2021 
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